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**THE BEST PEOPLE**
A Tale of Trials and Errors by Marc Grossberg

*My Cousin Vinny meets The Befuddled of the Venetians in Houston, where you can’t always tell who the best people are.*

[978-1626346550 • Cloth, $23.95](#)

*Available anywhere books are sold*

**ANIMAL PEOPLE**
Image of Animals as People in the 19th and Early 20th Centuries by Joel Goldstein

*Featured in the TLS “In Brief” section.*

*“The illustrations are as wonderful as promised.”*

*Nearly 200 pages of animal-human images compiled by the author...”—Kirkus Reviews*

[978-092153631 • Paper, $40.00](#)

**THE J HOROSCOPE**
by Sharon Chimler

*A re-imagining of Ginsu stories.*

*“Thoughtful, bold, humorous, earthy, and humane—a superb collection.”—Kirkus Reviews*

[978-194647173 • Paper, $14.99](#)

**THE EMPEROR STRIKES BACK**
by D. A. War against his Vaalda by Helena P. Schrader

*Frederick II wants revenge. John of Beirut wants justice. The second round in the struggle between the authoritarian Emperor and the Beilians is about to begin.*

[978-1628786995 • Paper, $23.95](#)

**OUT OF THE BRONX**
by Irene Sardanis

*Danger wasn’t just the slum area in the Bronx. Danger lay within the tenement where I lived. Danger was my mother.*

[978-1635254607 • Paper, $16.98](#)

**WHEATMARK**
www.wheatmark.com • 1-888-934-0888

*The story of an unlikely friendship, the clash of two radically different cultures, secret magic, and a search for the long lost Hawthorne treasure.*

[978-172683151 • Paper, $14.99](#)

**THE SECRETS OF HAWTHORNE HOUSE**
by Donald Firesmith

**ANIMAL PEOPLE**
Image of Animals as People in the 19th and Early 20th Centuries by Joel Goldstein

*Featured in the TLS “In Brief” section.*

*“The illustrations are as wonderful as promised.”*

*Nearly 200 pages of animal-human images compiled by the author...”—Kirkus Reviews*

[978-092153631 • Paper, $40.00](#)

**THE LISHBURN PRESS**
www.thelishburnpress.com • (225) 229-5549
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